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Welcome to The REPLY #013.


We’re sharing our “God-theme” for 2018 throughout February - Stories. We’re believing to see many, many 
God-stories unfolding throughout 2018 and beyond not only in our lives individually and collectively as a 
church family, but also in the lives of those around us who don’t yet know Jesus.


“Stories: Their Story” Summary 

• God entrusts us with different “hats” to wear - these might be relationships, roles, connections, 
networks, responsibilities and contexts that we live in


• Matthew 5:13-16 (Passion Translation)

• We are called to be characters in the stories of others… As we play our role in their stories well, we bring 

God great glory


	 1) Recognise your role/s in the stories of others

	 2) Accept your role/s in the stories of others - 1 Corinthians 9:19-23 (Passion Translation)

	 3) Grow in your role/s in the stories of others


Devotions / Discussion Starters 
Recommended readings: See Scriptures above.


Questions to consider: 
• What hats do you wear? What types of roles has God entrusted to you in the stories of others?

• What are the ways you most naturally OR most effectively grow as a character of influence in other 

people’s stories?

• Who has been salt or light in your story?

• How do you deal with feeling inadequate, under-equipped or unworthy in sharing and expressing God’s 

love to those who don’t yet know Him?

• How do you overcome those “tension-moments” when there is an opportunity to go beyond just being 

nice? (EG: Share your story, offer to pray, lead to Christ, make an invitation, challenge spiritually etc)


Prayer Points: 
• For the right candidates as we seek to appoint a Next Generations Intern

• For our collective and individual responses to the “Stories” series and call to prayer, fasting & giving

• For those who God has called and connected us to, that we would grow in our roles in their story and 

that God would soften their hearts toward Him
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